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1. INTRODUCTION 

The informational role of trading volume in financial markets is not well understood. On 
the one hand, a large amount of empirical research has shown several regularities 
between volume and prices in financial markets, such as a positive relation between 
volume and volatility of price changes as well as between volume and the absolute value 
of price changes (see e.g. GALLANT, Rossi and TAUCHEN, (1992, 1993); Hsu (1996); 
KARPOFF (1987)), or a negative relation between volume and the serial correlation in 
price changes (e.g. CAMPBELL, GROSSMAN and WANG (1993); LEBARON (1992)). On 
the other hand, it is very difficult to derive these empirical regularities in theoretical 
models (some examples are WANG (1993, 1994); Hsu (1996); OROSEL (1997)). In the 
context of rational expectations models with private information one reason for this 
difficulty are the so-called «no-trade theorems» (MILGROM and STOKEY (1982); see also 
VARIAN (1989)), which imply that differences in private information alone cannot give 
rise to trade among rational agents. That is, either there are non-informational reasons 
for trade or there is no trade. Basically this result is due to the fact that if differential 
information is the only reason for trade and a rational agent wants to trade a certain asset, 
this agent must have superior private information. In such a situation the less informed 
trading partner would loose from this trade, and knowing this will not trade. This implies 
that if differential private information is the only potential reason for trade, there is 
no trade in equilibrium, i.e., trading volume is always zero. This is one reason, among 
others, why rational expectations models that deal with private information in financial 
markets, generally assume either random endowments or the existence of so-called 
«noise traders». These noise traders are not rational; their trades are given by exogenous 
random variables. 

The no-trade theorems assume that all agents are fully rational. It is not clear what 
type of boundedly rational - but plausible - behavior would avoid no-trade results. In a 
recent article Blume, Easley and O'Hara (1994) introduce a purely informational 
model where agents are not fully rational and the no-trade results seem to fail. The aim 
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of their model is to investigate the informational role of trading volume when there is 
private information. In their setup, agents receive private signals, which differ in 
precision, about an asset's value. Moreover, the agents are not fully rational. Rather, it 
is assumed that when selecting their trades agents do not use the information contained 
in the contemporaneous price although they observe this price and, in fact, need to 
observe it because their demand (but not their expectations) depends on this price. The 
unique feature of the model is that volume would convey important information to 
uninformed agents. Thus, the model seems to circumvent the no-trade results and to 
provide an explanation of pervasive activity of technical analysis on price and volume. 

In their introduction BLUME, EASLEY and O'HARA (1994) - hereafter quoted as BEO 
- assert the following: «We show that although all traders will learn the asset's value, 
and prices will thus converge to the full information or strong form efficient price, volume 
does not converge to zero. In fact, volume has a limit distribution that is nondegenerate. 
This demonstrates that markets do not shut down as beliefs converge and has the 
important implication that the «no-trade» equilibrium results so prevalent in the litera
ture may not describe the limit behavior of equilibrium models with learning.» (BEO, 
p. 155) 

Thus, it seems that the no-trade theorems are not valid any more, if full rationality is 
substituted by a certain type of bounded rationality. A model that combines the assump
tions of private information and boundedly rational agents appears to be the right vehicle 
to investigate the informational role of volume. 

In this note we show that this is not true. Contrary to the quotation given above, 
no-trade theorems, which we derive below, do apply to the BEO model although agents 
are only boundedly rational. Therefore, in the BEO model volume is always zero and 
consequently cannot play any informational role. Given that the only equilibrium is one 
without trade, the BEO model cannot be used to describe volume or traders learning from 
volume. 

The note is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the relevant sections of the 
BEO model. Section 3 consists of two subsections. In Subsection 3.1 we accept, for the 
sake of the argument, the demand functions of the BEO model for those agents who 
participate in the market. However, we consider the agents' decisions whether or not to 
participate in the market and show that in an equilibrium no agent will participate. Thus, 
in equilibrium trading volume is zero. In Subsection 3.2 we don't force the participating 
agents to behave according to the demand functions of the BEO model. Rather, we 
analyze their demand directly assuming only that they are boundedly rational in the sense 
that they do not infer any information from the contemporaneous price. We show that, 
again, in equilibrium there is no trade, i.e., trading volume is zero. The Appendix contains 
the mathematical proofs. 
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2. THE BEO MODEL 

The BEO model for the first period1 can be summarized as follows. Consider an economy 
with two assets, risk-free and risky, in fixed supply. The value of the risky asset is a 
normally distributed random variable u> with mean i|/0 and variance l/p0, i.e. 
t|/ ~ N (i|/0, 1/po)-2 All agents begin with identical beliefs. Further, each agent receives a 
signal on the value of the asset. There are two types of agents differing in the precision 
of the signal they receive: Type 1 (informed) agent /, / = 1,... #,, receives a signal3 

yu' = i|/ + a) + el 

whereas type 2 (uninformed) agent / = 1,... N2, receives a signal 

ylx' - \\f + a) + é 

where co is a common error distributed as <o ~ N (0,1 / p j , ë and é represent an 
idiosyncratic error of group 1 and group 2 traders, respectively. The distribution of ë 
and é are ë ~ TV (0,1/p1) and é'' ~ N (0,1/p2). BEO assume that p1 e(p2, p j , i.e., the 
signals group 1 agents receive are more precise than those of group 2 agents.4 Further, 
with exception of p1, all the parameters are publicly known; p1 is known by group 1 
agents, but not by group 2 agents. All the random variables are assumed to be inde
pendent. All agents understand the model and maximize their expected utility. The utility 
function is identical for all agents and has the form: 

I/(W,) = exp(-Wy (1) 

where W;- is agent /'s terminal wealth. Each agent is endowed with N0 units of the riskless 
asset and zero units of the risky asset.5 

Define psl:= pw p ^ p ^ p1)-1 and pï2:= pw p2(pw+ p2)"1 . BEO assume that when 
selecting their trades agents do not use the information contained in the price. As a 

1. For simplicity we deal only with the single-period case. But it is obvious that our results are also relevant 
for the multiperiod case since in the BEO model the multiperiod case is just a sequence of single-period 
cases to each of which our analysis applies. 

2. We use BEO's notation, but for simplicity we omit the subscripts which refer to period 1 or t respectively, 
i.e. we write p instead ofp,, p1 instead of pj etc. 

3. To distinguish signals received by agents in different groups, the number of the group is added in the 
superscript. 

4. See BEO p. 171, last sentence. We have omitted the time index /. 
5- On page 162, BEO state that «Each trader begins with zero endowment of the risky asset and some 

exogenous endowment, N0, of the riskless asset». However, the last part of the second sentence of Section 
II (BEO, p. 161), «there is no exogenous supply of any asset», is not consistent with N0>0 and should 
read: there is no exogenous supply of the risky asset. 
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consequence, the agents are only boundedly rational because they do not use all the avail
able information. According to BEO this implies that the demand for the risky asset of 
agent / in group 1 is 

Po(*o-/?) + P s V ' - / > ) (2) 

and 

Po(i|;o-/7) + p s 2 ( y 2 / - / 7 ) (3) 

for agent / in group 2.6 BEO's equilibrium price is then 

Pô o + w>jl y ! + 0 - M») pf2y2
 (4) 

Po+p^ + ü-pOp52 

where |x = Nì/(Nì-\-N2) and y] and y2 are the mean signals of group 1 and 2 agents, 
respectively. In the large economy, the Strong Law of Large Numbers applies, so that 
for each group the average signal converges to 6:=i|/ + co . Hence, the equilibrium price 
is given by7 

p = Po^o+[fV+a-M-)p'2 ]Q (5) 
p0+|xpvl + ( l -p,)pç 2 

BEO consider a sequential economy in which agents infer information from past prices. 
Because p1 (and thus psl ) is unknown to group 2 agents, they cannot learn the value of 
6 by observing the price alone. Thus, there is a reason for group 2 agents to look at 
volume. In Proposition 3 (p. 172) BEO show that, given their assumptions, price and 
volume together reveal 6 and p1 . 

However, in their model BEO do not take account (i) of the model's (implicit) 
assumption that all agents understand the model (- otherwise the agents could not draw 
any inferences from price or volume data); and (ii) of the fact that an agent cannot be 
forced to trade and, consequently, will only trade if this increases her expected utility. 
Because of this neglect the price derived as the equilibrium price in the BEO model, i.e. 
the price given by equation (5), is not market clearing. 

6. Below we will argue that these demand functions are not correct for rational agents even if they are not 
allowed to draw any inferences from the contemporaneous price p . 

7. Equations (2), (3), (4) and (5) are identical to the equations (9), ( 10), ( 11 ) and ( 12) in BEO, respectively. 
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In the following, we will prove two results. For the first result we take account of the 
restriction that an agent will participate in the market only if she expects a non-negative 
gain from trade. Adopting for those agents who do participate the demand functions 
derived by BEO, we show that one can never get the results of the BEO model, since 
volume is never positive. 

For the second result we argue that because the agents understand the model their 
demand functions are different from those derived by BEO, although no agent infers any 
information from the contemporaneous price. We consider a certain, rather general class 
of equilibria, which includes the equilibrium proposed by BEO, and show that in this 
class there is no equilibrium with positive trade.8 These two results imply that the BEO 
model - though sophisticated in many respects - cannot explain how volume behaves 
or how traders learn from volume data or perform volume based technical analysis. 

Although the no-trade theorem of Milgrom and Stokey (1982) is not relevant for 
the BEO model, since agents are only boundedly rational, our results prove that no-trade 
theorems hold nevertheless for the BEO model. This is easy to understand intuitively. 
Since in the BEO model all agents have identical endowments and preferences, there are 
no mutual gains from trade. The initial allocation of risk is already efficient and the 
aggregate profit from trade is always zero. Therefore, if some agents have positive 
expected profits from trade, there must exist other agents who expect a negative profit 
from market participation. Consequently, the latter agents will not participate and the 
situation cannot be an equilibrium. Hence, expected profits from trade must be zero for 
all agents. But then, since each agent is risk-averse and has a risk-free initial endowment, 
no agent will participate in the market and volume is zero. In the following we spell out 
this argument more rigorously. 

3. THE NON-EXISTENCE OF EQUILIBRIUM WITH POSITIVE VOLUME 

In the subsequent analysis we adhere strictly to all the assumptions of the BEO model, 
in particular to the assumption that the agents do not use the information contained in 
the contemporaneous price. However, of these assumptions only two are crucial for our 
(no-trade) results, (i) that all agents understand the model, and (ii) that no agent can be 
forced to trade. In subsection 3.1 we accept, for the sake of the argument, that demand 
for the risky asset is given by (2) and (3) respectively, as postulated by BEO. Then, the 
case of agents who are boundedly rational in the sense that they are rational except that 
they do not use any information contained in the (contemporaneous) price will be 
considered in subsection 3.2. In both cases we will derive no-trade results. 

8. Our conjecture is that there exists no equilibrium at all with positive trade. However, for this note it 
would be excessive to investigate very complicated cases for which one cannot get an explicit solution. 
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3.1. EQUILIBRIUM WITH BEO DEMAND FUNCTIONS 

We assume that for each agent who trades, i.e. participates in the market, demand is given 
by (2) and (3) respectively. Since all agents are risk-averse and have a risk-free initial 
endowment, a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for an agent to trade is that the 
expected profit from market participation is positive. 

It makes a difference whether an agent has to decide about her market participation 
before or after she has observed the signal. In the BEO model it seems more appropriate 
to assume that an agent decides about market participation after having observed the 
signal. However, for completeness we also have to consider the case where agents must 
decide about market participation before the signal is observed. Otherwise we would not 
know whether or not the results of the BEO model about the informational role of volume 
are correct when agents must decide about market participation before the signal is 
observed. 

We assume that for agents who participate in the market demand for the risky asset 
is given by (2) and (3), respectively. Thus, for each agent in each group the demand for 
the risky asset is either zero (if the agent does not participate) or it is given by equation 
(2) and (3), respectively (if the agent participates). Implicitly BEO assume that all agents 
participate in the market. Based on this implicit assumption they derive from (2) and (3) 
the market clearing price given in equation (5). Define 

,.= Bo 
^ PO+W^ + O-MOP52 

and 

v _ tip'1* ( l - ^ ) p y 2 

P0+p,p-Vl+(l-fA)p52' 

Then we can rewrite equation (5) as 

p = \0\\j0 + \fi. (6) 

Consider first the case in which each agent has to decide about market participation 
before the signal is observed. The following proposition shows that volume is always 
zero in equilibrium. 

Proposition 1 Assume that each agent decides about market participation conditional 
only on her a priori information. Then there exists no equilibrium with positive volume. 
Proof. Appendix. 
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We now turn to the case where each agent can condition her decision about market 
participation on the observed signal. As in the BEO model we do not allow the agents 
to use the information contained in the realization of the (contemporaneous) price, i.e., 
we use exactly the same information structure as it is used in the BEO model. However, 
in contrast to the BEO model we take account of the fact that the agents have to know 
the model. Otherwise the agents could not make inferences even from past prices or 
volume and consequently volume could have no informational role in the BEO model. 
The whole analysis of the BEO model breaks down, if the agents don't know the model. 
Their knowledge of the model implies that the agents know the joint probability 
distribution of the equilibrium price, the signals and the asset's true value (whereas by 
assumption they cannot extract the additional information contained in the realization 
of the equilibrium price). From this the no-trade result follows. 

For the following proposition, we consider only equilibria which preserve two main 
properties of the equilibrium in the BEO model: (i) the equilibrium price is linear with 
respect to the average signal of each group, and (ii) for each group the average signal is 
equal to the realization of 6 . If not all agents participate, the average signal yj of group 
j,j= 1, 2, has to be calculated considering only the participating agents. Formally we 
restrict ourselves to the class of equilibria which fulfill 

p = X0ffo + Xly
i+X2y

2 (7) 

for some constant parameters X0, Xx and X2, and 

yl=y2=Q. (8) 

In order to simplify the formal analysis (but without deviating from the BEO model in 
substance) we model BEO's «large economy» (BEO, p. 163) as a continuum of agents 
on the unit interval [0,1], where [0, |x] is the set of agents of type 1 and [|x, 1 ] is the set 
of agents of type 2. 

Proposition 2 below shows that, given the demand functions (2) and (3) derived by 
BEO, there exists no equilibrium with positive volume which fulfills (7) and (8). 

Proposition 2 Assume (i) that for each agent demand is given by (2) and (3) respec
tively, and (ii) that each agent decides about market participation conditional on the 
observed signal (but, in accordance with the BEO model, does not condition on the 
market price). Then there exists no equilibrium with positive volume such that (7) and (8) 
hold. 
Proof. Appendix. 

Proposition 2 is due to the fact that the percentage of the agents who participate in the 
market depends on the realization of 0 . The reason for this is as follows. Denote the 
realization of y as Yj. Since an agent can condition her action only on the observed signal 
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Yj (j = 1,2) the decision whether or not to participate is a function (only) of Yj. However, 
the distribution of the signal YJ over the agents varies with the realization of 6. If, for 
example the realization of 6 is high, more agents will receive high signals. The proof of 
Proposition 2 shows that this implies that in general the average signal Yj of groups is 
not equal to 9. Thus, (8) cannot be satisfied and the proposition follows. 

One may think that (8) is too strong an assumption because it demands that for each 
group taken separately the average signal equals the true 0, whereas it should only be 
demanded that for both groups taken together, i.e. for all the participating agents, the 
average signal equals the true 0. In this case the question is whether an equilibrium with 
positive volume exists, if we replace (8) by the weaker requirement 
(x*y ' + (l-|x*)y2 = 0 where |x* and (l-|x*) are the weights of the two groups of 
(participating) agents in the participating population. The answer to this question is that 
this is not the case. A side remark (n.14) in the proof of Proposition 2 shows that this 
weaker requirement cannot be satisfied either, and thus there does not exist an equilib
rium that (a) satisfies (7) and |x*;y ! + (l-jx*);y2 = 0 and (b) has positive volume. 

3.2. EQUILIBRIUM WHEN AGENTS ARE BOUNDEDLY RATIONAL 

We now consider the case in which all agents are boundedly rational in the sense that 
they are rational except that, as in the BEO model, they do not use any information 
contained in the (contemporaneous) price. As in Section 3.1 we assume that there is a 
continuum of agents. 

Since the equilibrium price p of the risky asset must clear the market for each 
realization 0 and p1, it will be a function /?(0, p1) of 0 and p1. In this subsection we 
analyze the class of equilibria which are characterized by the property that/?(0, p1) has 
the following structure: 

p(0,p ,) = [l-/7(p,)]i|;o + Mp1)8, (9) 

where Z?(p!) is some function of p1 with range [0, p tü/(p0+ pw)L i-e. 

O^p'^p^p^forallp1. (10) 

Clearly, the equilibrium price suggested by BEO in equation (5) satisfies these restric
tions. The justification for these restrictions is as follows. If p(0, p1) is not linear in 0, 
the model is intractable. Given linearity with respect to 0, i.e. /?(0, p1) = a(pl) + b(p]) 0 
for some function a(p'), the (reasonable) condition that /?(v|i0, p1) = \\t0 for all p1, 
implies a(p') = [\-b(p])]ty0, that is (9). If ^(p1) = Pa )/(p0+ p j , then/?(0, p1) = E(i|,l6). 
Since by assumption an agent / in group j conditions her demand only on the signal 
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f = 0 + TT", j = 1, 2 , where vjl is her idiosyncratic error (i.e. r\u = ë and T)2; = ë), 0 
will influence the equilibrium price by a non-negative factor not exceeding pto/(p0+ pw). 
This justifies restricting ourselves to the set of equilibria which satisfy (9) and (10). The 
following proposition shows that in this set there is no equilibrium with trade. 

Proposition 3 In any equilibrium for which (9) and (10) hold volume is zero. 
Proof. Appendix. 

The reason for this result is that the boundedly rational agents understand the model and 
therefore take account of (9) when deciding about their demand. Although by assumpti
on the agents do not infer any information about 0 or p1 from the observed price, they 
will still make use of the stochastic relation between i|/ and/?(0, p1). Because of this, the 
demand functions of the boundedly rational agents who understand the model differ 
from the demand functions (2) and (3) that BEO assert, even though no agent uses any 
information contained in the price realization of the random variable p(0, p1). 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusion of our analysis is that volume is always zero in the BEO model. No-trade 
theorems apply to the BEO model although the agents are only boundedly rational. This 
shows that the no-trade theorems can be generalized to certain cases of bounded 
rationality. 

For the BEO model our results imply that it is not a good vehicle to investigate the 
informational role of volume and to explain volume based technical analysis. Given that 
the only equilibrium in the BEO model is one without trade, the BEO model's results 
cannot be used to describe volume or traders learning from volume. In order to analyze 
the informational content of volume data one has to construct a model which includes 
non-informational reasons for trade in addition to differences in information. This is a 
rather unfavorable situation because such models very soon become intractable. 
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APPENDIX 

A PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 

The proof is indirect. Assume that there exists an equilibrium with M, > 0 agents of group 
I and M2 > 0 agents of group 2 participating in the market such that M, + M2 > 0. For the 
present proof define /JL: = M, / (M, + Af2)€[0,l];9 then the market clearing price is 
given by equation (4) and (5) respectively. Let TT",J = 1,2, denote the idiosyncratic error 
of the signal y , i.e. r\u = ë and T|2' = é. Because of (2), (3), (6) and XQ = 1 - A.,, the ex
pected profit E(iTj) from trade of an agent of group y is given by 

E(TTJ) = E{W-p)[PoW0-p) + 9
sJ(yii-p)]} 

= E {(i|i - Aoi|i0 - M)[po (*o - M>o - M ) + ?sj(fi + V - M*o - M)]} 

= ^ {(e _ x l 6 - x0i|i0 - a>) [po x, (i|i0 - e) + p ^ \ 0 (e - i|i0) + P
yV7]} 

= E {[(X0 (0 -i|/0) - a)] [(p*\0 - poXI)(0 - i|i0) + p'V]} 

j = 1, 2, where co is the common error (denoted by a), in BEO) of all signals. Since 

E(ü)l0)= p 0 (0-v|/o) 
\9o + Poi) 

and 
£(V/|6) = 0J = 1,2, 

we get 

£(TT2) = E[£(ir2|e)] = (Xo - ^ o _ | ( p % - p0\,) £[(6 - *„)2]. 

Clearly, 

£[(e-^o)2]=|0 + fM>o. 

9. This definition of fi coincides with the one in BEO (only) if all agents participate. However, it simplifies 
the notation and saves us from rewriting equation (4) and (5). 
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Further, 

P - X . - P . ^ P . " " - ' " ' - ' ^ . ' - ^ ; ' 1 ^ . 
Po + |xp5l+(l-p,)p*2 

since p51 > ps2. Finally, 

P , : = ^ P L < P W 

P* + P 

and 

which implies 

ps2: = J±l_ pa 

w^'+a-^p^p, 

and thus 

X p - PO =PQ( 1 !— Wo. 

Consequently, E(-n2) - 0 and therefore Af2 = 0. But this gives 

*(iTi) = (Xo- p ^ ; ) ( P % - P(A.) £[(8 - ik,)2] = 0 

since M2 = 0, i.e. p, = 1 , implies p * 1 ^ - Po î = Po(Po+ P51) ' (P*1 ~ ?si) = 0. Conse
quently, Mx = 0 as well as M2 = 0 and the proposition follows. 

B PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2 

First we proof two lemmas; then the proof of Proposition 2 follows. In order to state 
Lemma 1 we note that an agent receives utility -e ~N° if she does not participate in the 
market. Therefore an agent will participate if 

Le (v"o>| y = yj + v(,0 j >-e~N°, 
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where ir, denotes the profit from trade and Yj denotes the realization of demeaned signals, 
i.e. Yj : = Yj -i|/0.10 Let the set Zj be the set of signals Yj which induce participation: 

Zj=ÌYjEÌ-e (V"o)| y = yj + vü >-*^o l j = l, 2. 

For Proposition 2 it is important that the sets Zjt j = 1, 2, are symmetric and do not con
tain an interval around zero. In the following lemma we demonstrate that the sets have 
these properties. In this lemma we use provisionally the additional assumptions that 
Xo + Xi + Xi - 0 and Xo € (Po I (Po + Pu)* 0- However, in the proof of Proposition 2 at 
the end of this subsection we show that these assumptions of the lemma are always ful
filled. Thus, these provisional assumptions are just an intermediate step in the proof. 

Lemma 1 Let Xo + Xi + X2 = 0 and Xo e (Po/ (Po + PJ> 0- Then the set Z7 is symmetric 
around zero and, furthermore, there is an interval (-a^, aj), a^ > 0, such that 
(-aj,aj)<tZjJ=\,2.u 

Proof: We first derive the result that the sets ZjJ = 1, 2, are symmetric around zero. Let 
vp := v|i- v|i0 and yj := yj - i|/0 denote the demeaned variables. Further, let ^(K7), 
Hj (Yj) and Y; (Yj) denote the random variables that are distributed according to the 
conditional distribution function of \\t given yj = Yj; of in/ given yj = Yj (where 
vj -e for y = 1 and -n/ = e for y = 2 ); and of (TT1')2 given yJ = Yj, respectively. Using (7), 
(8), 6 = y;' - Tr1' + i|/0 and Xi + X2 = 1 - Xo»tne (unconditional) profit of an agent in group 
j is 

^(yj) = (*l> -PÌPO Wo -P) + psj(yj-p)\ 

= U> - ^0 + (i - xo) *!>o - (xi + x2) (y
j- V) - (xi + x2)*h)]x 

{po[(i - xoM>o - (xi + x2) (y
j- V) - (xi + X2W0] 

P'1y;' + (i - xo) to - (xi + x2) (y
j- Ti7) - (x. + X2W0]} 

= [*- ( i -Xo)y y + (i-xo)V]{[xoPy ' -(i-Xo)Po]y J ' + ( i -xo)(Po + Py')^'I 

= - [XOP*- (i-Xo)Pol ( i-Xo)(y ;)2 + [xoP57 '-(i-xo)Po]^ y;' + 

{[xoP*- (1 - Xo) Pol" (1 - Xo) (Po + P*)}(i - xo) y V + 

( 1 - Xo) (Po + PsJW V + ( 1 - Xo)2 (Po + PsJ) W)\ 

10. The terminal wealth of an agent who participates in the market is the profit from trading the risky asset 
plus the initial endowment N0 , i.e. it is iry- + N0. 

11. The lemma makes no assertion whether - ajt or a} or both are elements of Z, Also, it does not necessa
rily imply (- 00, - aj) Ç Zj or (ajy 00) Ç Z}. 
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;=1 ,2 . The profit conditional on the signal yj = Yj, denoted by i r /F) is 

*)•(#) = -[xoP^- (1 - Xo) Pol (1 - Xo) (Yj? + (A-l) 

[xoP 5 7 ' - ( l -Xo)Po]^Xn + 

{[xoP*- (1 - Xo) Pol- (1 - Xo) (Po + P*)}U - Xo) Vit (Yj) + 

(1 - Xo) (Po + PsJ)V (Yj) Ü (Yj) + (1 - Xo)2 (Po + Psj) Yj (#)• 

Since V (Yj)is normally distributed with 

•9(YJ)~N\ . P*.9"' YJ
9. P7+Pu- Ì 

+ Pypn+P0pn^ PoP^+P^Pvv+PoPu p0pÂ 

it is obvious that y (-Yj) and - ^ (Yj) have the same distribution. Analogously, 
H> (-Yj) and -It (Yj) have the same distribution. This implies that ^ (Yj) i ? (Yj) and 
^ (-Yj)It (-Yj) have the same distribution. Further, conditional on yJ' = Y\ YJ (Yj) 
has a x2- distribution such that 

/PoPWp.+ PoP.W^) „ x2 (,9 mJj wi th 

\ PO + Pœ I 

m) = . >P"> (n2 ,y=l,2. 
(PO P7+ PJPa> + PoPJ(Po+PJ 

Clearly, V (Yj) and Yy (-P) have the same distribution. Therefore, TT, (Yj) and 
iT/C-y7') are identically distributed random variables. Hence, 

E\-e - ( W | yj = # j = £• (-*> -(v^o) | yj = -yj\ 

As a consequence, Zj is symmetric around zero. 
For the remaining part of proof we need the following results for some conditional 

moments:12 

12. The following notation uses that ^ ( y / ) , H*(Y) and Yj (Y1) respectively are defined as random variables that 
are distributed according to the conditional distribution function, given yj = Yj, of i|f, t^ and (r\/)2. 
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E [V(Yj)} = E (if \Yj) = — ^ F, 
P O F ' + P ^ P W + P O P W 

E [W(V) ] = E (rf\V) = ; 9J9a> V, 
PoF+PPw+PoPw 

E [V(V) HKH = EW Virò = - , .™ + £ (ij) in E (Vln 
PoF+P'Pw+PoPa, 

and 

£ [Y\H = E hÒ2|F] = ( - ^ FY+ T ^ 
I P o P ' + P ^ + P o P o / PoP7+P7P^+ Po P* 

We use these results and (A-l) to derive the expected profit conditional on the signal 
yj = Yj. After some lengthy but simple calculations we get 

where 

E[iTj(YJ)}=-aj + ßj(YJ)\ (A-2) 

t. = ( l - Xo) (Po + P*') [XQ(PO + PJ -Pol ^ (A-3) 

P0PJ+P7Po+P0Pa> 

{p/[xo(Po + pJ-Po]} 2 

ß/ = (P7 + PJ (PoPy + PyPc + PoP J • (A_4) 

From xo e (Po /(Po + PJ . 0 a n d Xi+ X2 = 1 - Xo > 0, we get o, /ß, > 0. Further, a 
necessary condition for an agent to participate in the market is that the expected profit 
conditional on the signal is positive. For an agent of group y this condition is 

E[TTJ(YJ)}>0. (A-5) 

Hence, agents who receive the signal 

(F)2<— (A-6) 
ßy 
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will not participate in the market. This implies that {-ajy aj) (£ Zp j = 1, 2, where 
aj = Va,/ ßj > 0. 

For Lemma 2 below we define £,, j = 1, 2, as the percentage of participating agents 
of group y relative to all group y agents. 

Lemma 2 IfZj has positive Lebesgue measure, if(-ajf aj) (£ Zy, and if aj > 1 / Vp~ 
;=1 ,2 , then for some £ > 0 it holds that 

(0 - ^ < Ofor 9 e (i|/0 - Ç, v|/0) am/ - ^ > 0/or 9 e (i|/0, ifo, + Ö; 

(ÎÎ) jT> < Ofor 6 e (i|/0 - £, W fl«/yy > 6for 0 e (ifo, i|/0+ Ç). 

Proof Consider the intervals /+ = [JC, x + 8] and /" = [-x- 8, -JC] for JC > 0 and some given 
8 > 0 where 8 may be infinite. Let y = K + r\ be a normally distributed random variable, 
where K e 9Ì is a deterministic variable and T| ~ N(0, 1 / p^). The probability mass 
G(JC, 8, K) over /+ is given by 

rr- *+» _, f { (X + 8-HCWP, _ , , , 

Gfc8,K) = VêL I e ^ dt = J^ j e ' dt. 
(X- K)<\ 

2IÏ 

With c: = V p^ / 2ir we get 

3G(JC,8,K) 

dx = c 
-rP ( J C + 8 - K ) 2 - T P (X-K)2 

e 2 * —e 2 ^ 

and 

dG2(x,ò,K)=c<-
~ÙF 

V^~(JC - K)e-^(*-K)2 - V^(JC + 8 - K)e"^+8'K? 

Since the function^): = z^ "^decreases for z> 1, d2G(jc,8,K)/6jc2>0forjc-K> 1/Vp^ 
Further, note that dG(jc,8, K)/ÔK = -dG(jc,8, K)/djc and dG(-Jc-8,8, K)/djc = -dG(jc + 2 K, 
o\K)/d*. The probability mass P (JC, 8, K) over /+ U /" is given by 

P (JC, 8, K) = G (JC, 8, K) + G ( - J C - 8, 8, K ) . 
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Differentiating P (JC, 8, K) with respect to K for K > 0 results in 

dP(jc, 8, K) 

dK 

dG(jc, 8, K) 5G(JC + 2K, 8, K) 

ÖJC djc 
> 0 f o r j c - K > j — . 

Because of Lemma 1, Zj consists of a set of intervals {//*, / / " } , k = 1,..., Ky (K need not 
be finite), where Ik

+= [JC/, JC/+ bJ
k], l{~ = [-xJ

k- bk, -xJ
k] and xk+I >xk. By assumptions 

of the Lemma 2, x\ > aj > 0 where a} > \pì^~. For p^ = p7 and a realization 9 = K we get 

«,*•> ={fj . 1 ^ P'(/-K)- A 

= X\fc 2-7T 

= I pK K>v-
*=1 

IfK>Oandjc/- K ^ l / V p T dP(jc, 8, K)/dK>0for all k. As aresult, dijf(K)/ </K>0 
for K e (0, £)» provided £ > 0 is sufficiently small. Further, due to symmetry 
d^j (K) / dK < 0 for K € (- £, 0), for sufficiently small £ > 0. This proves Lemma 2(i). 

In order to prove Lemma 2(ii) we differentiate £-(K) with respect to K, which gives 

4 ^ V£J <'-«•-**-** 
Since, given 9 = K, 

y'^-*«-W)(ï{ «•**•• rfr 
(A-7) 

we get 

1 <fe(K) 
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and therefore 

y ' ( K ) - * o = ^ ^ + K>Kfor^>0 
P%(K) dK dK 

Due to part (i) of Lemma 2 shown above, this implies part (ii) for K 6 (0, £) and Ç > 0 
sufficiently small. For K e (- Ç, 0) the result follows from the symmetry of Zy, 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2 

If volume is positive, £, + £2 > 0. Denote the ratio of participating agents in group 1 to 
the whole participating population by |x*. Then 

p,* téi 
|X€| + (1 - |X)È2 

Because of (2) and (3) the market clearing price is given by 

si-\ s2-2 

P = 
_ pp tfo + H V y + q - ( i* )p j 

P o + ^ p ^ ' + d - p . V 2 

Therefore, Xo = Po / (Po+M-V'+O - |x*)p'2), Xi = M-V'/ (Po + P - V + d - M-*)p'2), 
*2 = ( 1 - ix*)pi2/ (Po + ii*p]+ ( 1 - p,*)ps2) and thus Xo + Xi + X2 = 1. Further, 
<o e (p0/(Po+ p j , 1) since pSJ <pu!,j=l, 2, implies 

Xo(Po + P J - Po = Po (Po + Po.) 
Po+ixV'+Cl-M-V2 (Po+Pjj 

= Po(Po+ PJ P O + P Q J - P O - ^ V ' - ( 1 - M - V 2 

[ p o + M V + U - M - V ^ P o + p J 

= Xo[pw-p.V'-( l -M J*)p l 2 ]>0 (A-8) 
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A necessary condition for an agent in group 2 to participate in the market is that 
E [TT2 (Y

2)] > 0, i.e. (Y2)2 > a21 ß2, because of (A-2). From (A-3) and (A-4), 

( 1 - Xo ) (Po + P52) [Xo (Po + P J - Po] . 
a 2 = j 2 ' an<^ 

(PoP +P Po» + PoPJ 

ß {p2 [xo(Po+PJ-PoD2 

(P2+ PJ (P0P2+ P2PO,+ POPJ 

Because of ps2= p2pw / (p2 + pJ, the expression for xo derived above and (A-8), we 
get 

_ g 2 _ = ( 1 - X Q ) ( P Q + P 5 2 ) ( P 2 + P J 

ß 2 (P2)2[XO(PO+PO>)-PO] 

_ (1-XO)(POP2+P2PU)+POPJ 

xo(p2)2[po,- V*P1 - ( i - P<*)P'2] 

_ [p*p51 + ( 1 - p,*)p'2] (pop2+ p2pq>+ PopJ 

Po (P2)2[pw - p-*p51 - ( 1 - P *̂)p*v2] 

= [M,V I + (I-M,*)PJ2]PM / i + i + i \ 

[p^-^p^-ci-^W^0 p» p 2 ' 

[ P . - M V - O - M . V V ^ ' 
Since jx*pçI + (1- jx*)pv2 > p52 = p2 pw / (p

2 + p j , 

(P2 + PJ [P>*PSÌ + (1 - M-*)P'2] > P2 Pa,, 

which implies 

P u [lL*pS] + ( 1 - f l*) p52] > p2 [Ptt - ^*pV l - ( 1 - p,*)p52] 
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and 

[Pco-^V'-d-^W 

Thus 

ß 2
 V P 2 

Consider first the case in which Z^ has positive Lebesgue measure. For 6 = i|/0 we get 
y2 = 0 because of (A-7) and symmetry of Z2. Therefore, Lemma 2(ii) and (A-9) 
imply y2 * 9 for 0 e (i|i0 - £, i|i0) and 0 e (i|i0, i|i0 + £) where Ç is some positive number. 
Thus, (8) cannot hold. 
If Z2 has Lebesgue measure zero, £2 = 0. This implies p,* = 1 and Xo = Po /(Po + P'1 )» 
X, = pvl/(po + p51), X2 = 0. Then, because of (A-3), (A-4) and Poï > pç| 

j*i_ = (1-XO)(PO+P5 |)(P I + P J 

ßi (p,)2[xo(Po+pJ-Po] 

= ( I - X O X P Q P ' + P W + P O P J 

X O ^ C P . - P * 1 ) 

_ p ^ C P o P ^ p ' p c o + P o P J 

M P ' ^ + P " ) 

= pflpM / 1 , 1 , 1 
( P W - P 5 , ) P 1 \ P 0 Pu, P' 

1 1 1 \ 1 
PO Peu P1 / P 

It follows that 

a, _I 

à»*-
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As above, Lemma 2(ii) implies that y ' ^ 0 in a neighborhood of v|/0 and therefore (8) can
not hold. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1314 

C PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3 

Let \\f :=i|/ - i|/0, 0 = 0 - i|*o and yJ: = yj - \\j0,j = 1, 2, denote the demeaned random 
variables. Then, 

^-p(^pì) = ^-b(pì)h 

because of (9). We denote realizations of yj by Yj. An agent of group j , j = 1,2, who 
has observed signal yj = Yj +i|/0. maximizes 

-[ili-p(e,p')].v 
El-e 

A , ì f - [ 4 / -Z7(p')Ô].V A . A.Ì 

$j=Y'\ = El-e y*=YJ\ 

with respect to x. For any YJ e 9ï the maximizer (which will be shown to be unique) 
gives the demand d-} (Y

j) of an agent of group y who has received signal yj = Yj + \\t0. 
Agents of group 1 know p1, thus \\f - b(p])d conditional on y7 = Y] is normally 
distributed and their demand dx (Y

l) is given by15 

</,(£') = a (p')K1 

13. It would be possible to show that the result that -^ < 0 for 0 e (l|/0 - £, l|/0) and ^ > 0 for 

0 e (i|/0 + £, V(JQ), implies that (7) cannot be fulfilled. However, this would be a bit tedious and is not 
necessary for the proof of Proposition 2. 

14. If we substitute (8) by the weaker condition 

|X* V1 +0-JJL*) f=d 

we still have no equilibrium with positive volume. The reason for this is as follows. If Z2 has positive 
Lebesgue measure, £2 is not independent of 0 because of Lemma 2(i) and consequently, X\ wiH depend 
on 0 unless \x* = 0, which implies JJL* v1 + ( I - u.*) v2 = y2* 0 for 0 close to I|/Q, as shown above. If Z> 
has measure zero, JJL* = 1, _2-î— > _ L and JJL* y ' + ( 1 - jx*) y2 = v1 * 0 for 0 close to i|i0, as shown above. 

Pi PI 

15. Normality of returns implies 

/̂, (K') = £,[ip - /7(p' )ê l.v1 = K']{Var[iji - ^ ( p ' ) Ô | v' = K1]}'1. 
Since pi 

E[$-b (p')ê | y' = Y]] =-R; \[\-b (p1)] Pil)-b (p1) poJK1, 

we get d[(Y
i)=a(p)Y]. 
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with 

a ( p i ) : = p ' k j -Mp 'Xpo+pJ l > 0 

RiVar^s-bip^hly^Y1] 

where /?, := p0 pw + Po P1 + P<o P1 • Aggregating over group 1 gives 

D I ( e , p I ) = (jÄ(p ,)ö (A-10) 

as total demand of group 1. 
Agents of group 2 do not know p1; they know, however, the probability distribution of 
p1. Thus for this group the returns conditional on information are not normal and demand 
is not straightforward to derive. The first and second order conditions of the maximiza
tion problem are 

and 

EJfa -Mp 1 )^ - 1 *-^* 

-£{[4»-Mp ,)ê]^- |*-fc(p,)è|v 

92=Y2 =o, 

y2 = Y2 < 0 

(A-ll) 

(A-12) 

respectively. Obviously, the second order condition (A-12) always holds and for each 
Y2 (A-ll) determines uniquely a solution d2(Y

2), which is the demand of an agent of 
group 2 who has observed the signal Y2. From (A-ll), 

d2(Y
2) >0 if E {[û-b(p])Q] y2 = Y2 > 0 

and 

</2(y2)<0if£{[«î/-Mp')ê] y2=Y2 <0 

because e z is decreasing (increasing) for z > 0 (z < 0). We show that this implies that 
total demand of group 2 agents has the same sign as 9. 

Since y2 = 9 + e (with e being the idiosyncratic error of group 2 agents), total demand 
ofgroup2is 
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D2(Ô) = (HJL) / d2{d + e)fe(e)de 

where fB (e) is the density function of e. The next step is to prove that 

0Z)2(0)>O 
(A-13) 

holds, i.e. DM > 0 if and only if 0> 0.16 

A " A ' * A - A 

Let w(Y ) and @(K ) denote the random variables «u) conditional on y = Y~» and 
«0 conditional on y2 = Y2» , respectively. Bayesian updating gives 

where 7?2 : = p0 pw + po p2 + p^ p2 ; and 

Q (y2 )^p2(P0 + p J ^2 + 

/?2 

Define 

and 

T(Y2): = ^(Y2)-b(p)e(Y2). 

Using 0 = i|/ + CÜ, 1 - p2 pw /fl2 = po(pw + p2) /R2 and 1 - p2(p0 + p j IR2 = pop«/R2, 
we get 

1 p~(po + p J Q P (P0 + P J C 

/?2 

16. This follows generally from the symmetry of all the probability distributions in our model. However, in 
the following we make use of the assumption that all random variables are normal rather than to apply a 
more abstract general argument. 
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T(Y2) = ßY2 + - ^ [pM + p2 - b (p')pJ* -
K2 

%L [p2-b(p')po]co- -£- [p«-b(p')(Po+pj]s-
K2 /v2 

Since the distributions of ij/, co and e are the same as the distributions of - iji, -a) and -e 
respectively, T(Y2) has the same distribution as -T(-Y2). This implies that if for some 
real number x* 

E[r(Y2)e-r^)x*]=0, 

i.e., if x* satisfies (A-ll) for F2, then 

E [ri-Y^e-n-*2"-^] = -E [T(Y2)e "r(?2)Jf*] = 0, 

i.e., -JC* satisfies (A-ll) for-F2. Therefore, d2 (-Y
2)=-d2 (Y2) for all Y2 e 9i. 

Consequently, since /c(-e) =/e(e) for all e e 9Î, 
oc 

D2(-ê) = (1 - |x) j d2(- 9 + e)ft (e) rfs 

_ x 

oc 

= ( l - |x ) j </2(-Ô-e)/e(e)<fe 
_ 0 0 

oc 

= -(1-j i . ) J rf2(9 + e)/e(e)rfe 
_ 00 

= -D2(èy 

This implies 
D2(0) = 0. 

(A-15) 

Consider now the derivative D'(0). Since T\Y2) = ß > 0 because of (A-14), implicit 
differentiation of (A-ll), i.e. of 

E[T(Y2)e-r^d^2)]=Oi 

with respect to Y gives 
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0 =E{ße -r{h^h-r(P)[ßd2(P)+r(P)d'2(Y
2)]e - ^ ' " ^ J 

= £E[e -™2^] - ßd2(Y
2)E[r(Y2) e-

r^"^]-

d'2(Y
2)E{[nY2)]2e-rih^h} 

= ß£[e- r < p : , r f ! ,^]-rf ' 2 (y 2 )£{[r(K 2 ) ] 2e- r , P V ! ,^ ,}> 

o = E{ße -r,^"!(p!,-r(r2)[ßrf2(y
2)+r(y2)rf2(K

2)]e -">'»>*'>} 

= ßE[e -^*<?*>] -ß^2(y
2)£[r(K2) e-™'»'*'*] _ 

d\{Y2)E^Y{Y2)]2e-ni,)d^)} 

= ß£[e-n?1)*<^]_</'2(^)£{[r(^)]2e-nf')«(?*.}< 

hence <f2(K
2) > 0. Therefore, 

D'2(Ô) = ( 1 - p.) J rf'2(Ô + e) / , (e) <fe > 0. 
_ o c 

and, together with (A-15), 0D2 (0) > 0. This proves (A-13). 
Finally, because of market clearing, 

D, (0,p,) + D2(0) = O 

for all 0 and p1. But since a(p') > 0, (A-10) and (A-13) imply that, given any 0 and 
p1, Dj (0, p1) and D2 (0) are both either non-negative (if 0 > 0) or non-positive (if 
0 < 0). Consequently, Dx (0, p1) = 0 for all 0 and p1. Because of this, a(p!) = 0 for all 
p1 and therefore b(px) = pw / (p0 + p j andp(0, p1) = £(i|/|0). But this implies 

E[\f-p(d,p])\yJ=p] = E{E[\s-p(^pl)\d]\y=Y^ = 0 

A 

for all Y e 9Ì, j = 1, 2, i.e., the expected return conditional on information is zero for all 
r i i A • A l A • 

agents. Above we have shown that E [\\i -p (0, p ) | y = YJ\ = 0 implies dj ( YJ) = 0, i.e., 
no agent wants to trade. This completes the proof of Proposition 3. 
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SUMMARY 

The prominent Milgrom-Stokey no-trade theorem shows that differences in private in
formation alone cannot give rise to trade among fully rational agents. In this note we de
monstrate that similar no-trade results hold as well for a model introduced recently by 
Blume, Easly and O'Hara although in this model the agents are only boundedly rational 
and therefore the Milgrom-Stokey theorem does not apply. Our conclusion is that for an 
analysis of the informational content of volume one needs a model that contains non-in
formational reasons for trade in addition to differences in information. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Das bekannte Nicht-Handels-Theorem von Milgrom und Stokey zeigt, dass Unterschie
de der privaten Information allein nicht zu Handel unter vollständig rationalen Agenten 
führt. In dieser Arbeit zeigen wir, dass ähnliche Nicht-Handels-Ergebnisse bei einem 
Modell gelten, dass kürzlich von Blume, Easly und O'Hara eingeführt wurde; dies, ob
wohl in deren Modell Agenten nur beschränkt rational sind und das Milgrom-
Stokey-Theorem nicht anwendbar ist. Wir folgern daraus, dass zur Analyse des Infor
mationsgehalts des Handelsvolumens ein Modell benötigt wird, dass zusätzlich zu den 
Unterschieden in der Informationsverteilung nichtinformationsbezogene Ursachen für 
das Zustandekommen von Handel untersucht. 

RESUME 

Le théorème bien connu de non-commerce de Milgrom et Stokey démontre que des dif
ferences dans l'information privée a elles seules n'induisent pas le commerce entre des 
agents entièrement rationnels. Dans cette contribution, nous montrons que des résultats 
semblables de non-cornmerce sont valables dans un modele récemment introduit par 
Blume, Easly et O'hara; ceci maigre le fait que les agents ne sont que partiellement ra
tionnels dans ce modele et que le théorème de Milgrom et Stokey n'y est pas applicable. 
Nous en déduisons qu'une analyse du contenu d'information du volume de commerce 
nécessite un modele qui, outre les differences dans la distribution de l'information, ana
lyse aussi des causes pour l'apparition du commerce qui ne sont pas liées a l'information. 


